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Variation in human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been used to infer the origin and migration patterns
in human populations. mtDNA analysis has been focused mainly on the first hypervariable region (HVI).
Nevertheless, although many studies of the second hypervariable region (HVII) have been carried out
during recent years, the correlation between the first and the second hypervariable regions has not been
well established. We have analysed 71 individuals from a relatively isolated region at the westernmost edge
of continental Europe (Galicia, NW Iberian peninsula) and we have used available HVII sequence
information from another 17 European and African populations. The results show high concordance
between the two hypervariable regions, not only in variability levels but also in other phylogenetic
aspects. The study of the population structure through an AMOVA analysis shows a low level of
heterogeneity in the European populations. Nevertheless, we have found some inconsistency in the results,
which are related to the mutation rate in these two hypervariable regions. These results are compatible
with a high heterogeneity of mutation rates across the HVII region and stress the interest of HVII in
population and forensic genetics. European Journal of Human Genetics (2000) 8, 964–974.
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Introduction
The analysis of genetic variation in the nucleotide sequences
of mitochondrial DNA has allowed to unravel evolutionary
aspects concerning the origin of modern human populations
and the clarification of ancient human migration patterns
(see 1–6 among others). The analysis of mtDNA sequence
variation has been focused especially on the study of the first
and the second hypervariable regions (HVI and HVII, respec-
tively). Some specific features of mtDNA make it a suitable
tool for human population issues:

(a) mtDNA is maternally inherited;

(b) it does not recombine;7

(c) mtDNA sequences evolve much faster than the average
nuclear genes,8,9

(d) there are thousands (1000–10 000) of mtDNA molecule
copies per cell.

Although most of the mtDNA sequencing studies have
been focused on the HVI region, over the last years sequences
of the HVII one have been determined in many populations
representing most of the main continental groups (see10–16

among others). HVI and HVII regions seem to have similar
evolutionary processes; however, variation patterns in the
two regions have not been explored in depth yet. Since the
mtDNA molecule is transmitted as a non-recombination
unit, the entire molecule has a single history. Nevertheless,
HVI and HVII show different mutation rates,17 and, if the
difference in mutation rates were broad enough, variation
patterns in the two regions could reflect different past events.
Moreover, it is well known that there are several segments in
the HVII region which are involved in the functional aspects
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related to the replication and translation in the mtDNA
molecule.18–20 The functional aspects of those sites could
constrain the amount of neutral variation. Different studies
have tried to estimate the genealogical mutation rate of HVI
and HVII, but a consensus does not seem to have been
reached.21–24 Besides the differences in mutation rates
between HVI and HVII, it also seems that mutation rates are
more heterogeneous across nucleotide positions in HVII than
in HVI.25 It is not known to what extent the differences in
mutation rate and heterogeneity between HVI and HVII
could affect the evolutionary inferences drawn from the
study of HVI. To that effect, we have typed HVII in a Galician
sample (NW Spain), for which HVI sequences were known,26

and we have compared HVI and HVII variation, within the
same population and within the framework of the most
extensively studied continent, namely Europe. We have used
several analytical tools, such as pairwise difference means
and distributions,27 genetic distances among populations,
Tajima’s test,28 AMOVA29 and others, and we have compared
the results obtained with each region.

Material and methods
Population samples, mtDNA amplification and
sequencing
Blood fluid samples were obtained from 71 maternally unre-
lated individuals from Galicia (NW Spain), all of them were
natives and Galician speakers. DNA was extracted using the
method described in Salas et al.26 The amplification of HVII
was carried out in a Perkin Elmer 480-A Thermocycler. The
temperature profile for 32 cycles of amplification was 95°C
for 10 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s. Primers and PCR
strategy described by Wilson et al30 have been used. PCR
product purification and sequencing were performed as in
Salas et al,26 except for the DNA sequencing kit (Sequencing
Kit with dRhodamine Terminators; Perkin Elmer, Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and the automated sequen-
cer (ABI 377, Applied Biosystems) used.

A computer file with the sequences is available by E-mail
on request to apimlase@usc.es

Numerical analysis
CLUSTAL W (1.5) Multiple Sequence Alignment Program31

was used to align the HVII sequences. The final information
for each individual was a string of 360 bp belonging to the
mtDNA hypervariable region II (HVII), from base positions 48
to 407.32 However, a segment of 260 bp (from base posi-
tion 63 to 322) was used to compare with other populations
because that is the stretch for which most information is
available.

Data from 10 different populations was used for compar-
ison (see Results, Table 2): Galicians (present study), British,10

Tuscans,12 Austrians,13 Bulgarians and Turks,14 Koreans,15

Biaka Pygmies, Mbuti Pygmies, and !Kung.16 Additionally,
sequences from Cornish, Hebrideans, Orcadians, North-

umbrians, Northern Irish, Icelandic, French, and Danes11

were used in some analyses but not on those that required a
direct comparison of HVII and HVI sequences since data one
exactly the same individuals was not available for those
populations.

The mean number of nucleotide pairwise differences and
the number of segregating sites were estimated and used to
compute Tajima’s D statistic.28 The pairwise difference dis-
tribution was obtained, as well as the τ parameter from the
two-parameter model by Harpending et al.33 For the Galician
population, standard errors were computed from 1000 boot-
strap iterations.34 Sequence and nucleotide diversity were
estimated as described by Salas et al.26 Phylogenetic compar-
isons of individuals in each population were carried out using
reduced median networks.35 To construct the network some
positions that present a mutation rate six times higher than
the average for the HVII region17 have been removed from
the original sample as discussed below. Genetic distance
matrices between populations were obtained by using the
intermatch–mismatch genetic distance. Standard errors were
estimated by bootstrap.34 Distances between populations
were depicted as neighbour-joining trees,36 by using the
PHYLIP packaged.37 To test the degree of congruence between
genetic distance in the two different hypervariable regions, a
Mantel matrix comparison test38,39 was carried out using the
TFPGA program.40 The apportionment of genetic variation
between and within populations was estimated by AMOVA,29

by means of the Arlequin package.41 In some cases, parame-
ters obtained from HVII and from HVI were compared
through their ratio adjusted by segment length (260 bp for
HVII and 360 for HVI).

Results
Genetic diversity in the Galician population;
homogeneous levels of variability in European
populations in HVII
A total of 71 individuals from the Galician population have
shown 47 different sequences defined by 35 segregating
nucleotide positions (between nucleotides 63 and 322).
Thirty-one positions show substitutions (28 transitions and
three transversions), and four positions represented length
polymorphism (Table 1). Out of the 47 different mtDNA
sequences, 39 were found once, three were found twice, two
were found three times, and three different sequences were
shared by four, five and 11 individuals, respectively
(Table 1).

Cambridge Reference Sequence (CRS)32 presents a track of
seven cytosines from positions 303 through to 309. An
additional C was found in 29 individuals (40.8%), and three
individuals presented two additional Cs in this stretch. A
total of 64 individuals (90.1%) were also found to have an
additional cytosine with respect to the CRS in the cytosine
tract 311–315. This is the usual pattern found in all the
samples analysed from any continent. The frequency of one
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Table 1 Variable positions for 71 mitochondrial HVII sequences (from base position 48 to 407). Dots indicate the presence of
the same nucleotide as in the CRS.32 A dash in SEQ 32 indicates a deletion in this position. Numbers at the top represent
Anderson’s numeration. Haplogroups were assigned according to HVI and HVII motifs. HVI sequences for the same individuals
have been published by Salas et al.26 Nucleotides in bold correspond to HVII haplogroup-defining motifs. HVI motifs are given
after the haplogroup designation. The haplogroup designed as H? corresponds to sequences bearing the Cambridge Reference
Sequence at HVI and a G at position 73 of HVII. Several sequences have been grouped under ‘other’ because no clear sequence
motif could be identified in either HVI or in HVII. The sequence identification code on the left of the Table corresponds to that
used in Salas et al.26 In those cases where several individuals have the same HVI but different HVII sequences, the notation has
been changed by adding an identification to the previous notation (i.e. SEQ1.1 in the present paper is one of the 24 SEQ1
sequences published in Table 1 of Salas et al.26 SEQ1.2 is another of these 24 sequences but with a different HVII sequence from
SEQ1.1)

7777777111111111111112222222222222333333
5566779011455788888990000222333469000146
1904233349602225689580478258589235999507

CRS TTTCTAAGCTTCTTCGCAATCATGTCGGAATCACC---CA HAPLOGROUP
TTTCTAAGCTTCTTCGCAATCATGTCGGAATCACCaba

SEQ52 ...T............................G..C.... H
SEQ1.14 ................................G..C.C.. H
SEQ1.9 ................................G..C.C.. H
SEQ1.8 ................................G..C.C.. H
SEQ1.6 ................................G..C.C.. H
SEQ20 ..C.............................G..C.C.. H
SEQ31.2 ................................G....... H
SEQ32 ................................G.-..C.. H
SEQ31.3 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ28.2 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ28.1 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ5 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ1.5 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ25 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ2.2 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ21 ................................G....C.. H
SEQ1.10 ................................G..C.C.G H
SEQ31.1 .C..............................G....C.. H
SEQ15 ...........T....................G....C.. H
SEQ24 .............G..................G....C.. H
SEQ13.1 ................T.....C.........G..C.... H
SEQ13.2 ................T.....C.........G....C.. H
SEQ1.1 ...................C............G....C.. H
SEQ1.2 ..........C........C............G....... H
SEQ19 ........T.C.C......C............G..CCC.. H
SEQ1.12 ...................C............G..CCC.. H
SEQ41.2 ...................C............G..C.C.. H
SEQ41.1 ...................C............G..C.C.. H
SEQ12 ...................C............G..C.C.. H
SEQ63 ......G...C........................C.C.. H
SEQ1.2 ......G.........................G..C.C.. H
SEQ44 G.....G.........................G..C.C.. H
SEQ1.11 ..............................C.G..C.C.. H
SEQ33 ..........C...................C.G..C.C.. H
SEQ1.13 ............C......................C.C.. H
SEQ10 ............C...................G....C.. H
SEQ8 ............C...................G....C.. H
SEQ4 ............C...................G....C.. H
SEQ2.3 ............C...................G....C.. H
SEQ1.4 ............C...........G....T..G....... H

SEQ1.16 .....G.....T....................G....C.. H? (CRS)
SEQ1.15 .....G.....T....................G..C.... H? (CRS)
SEQ1.7 .....G......C...................G....C.. H? (CRS)

SEQ22 ..................C............G..C.C.. V (16298C)

SEQ42 ................................G....C.. K (16224C/16311C)
SEQ43 .....G..T.......................G..C.C.. K (16224C/16311C)

SEQ29 .....G.............C............G....C.. U4 (16356C)
SEQ39 .....G..........................G....C.. U5 (16270T)

Table continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

7777777111111111111112222222222222333333
5566779011455788888990000222333469000146
1904233349602225689580478258589235999507

CRS TTTCTAAGCTTCTTCGCAATCATGTCGGAATCACC---CA HAPLOGROUP
TTTCTAAGCTTCTTCGCAATCATGTCGGAATCACCaba

SEQ38 .....G.....T....................G....C.. U5 (16270T)
SEQ27 .....G.............C............G..C.C.. U6 (16172C/16219G)

SEQ50 .....G.....TC...................G..C.... J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ48.1 .....G....C......G.......T.AG...G....C.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ49 .....G....C....A.G.......T.AG...G....C.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ17 .....G.........A...........A....G.C.C.. J (16069T)
SEQ48.2 .....G....C..............T.AG...G...C.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ47.3 .....G..........................G.C.C.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ47.1 .....G..........................G...C.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ47.2 .....G...........G..............G.CCC.. J (16069T/16126C)
SEQ51 ...............................TG...C.. J2 (16069T/16126C/16261T)

SEQ53 ............C...................G..C.C.. T (16126C/16294T/16296T)

SEQ34 .....G.................A.....G..C.C.. W (16223T/16292T)
SEQ45 .....G...C........C..........G....C.. W (16223T/16292T)
SEQ35 .....G......C...................G..C.CTG X (16223T/16278T)
SEQ33 .....G....CTC.T...GCT.C.........G..C.C.. X (16223T/16278T)
SEQ7 .....G..........................G....C.. OTHER
SEQ26 .....G.....T....................G..C.C.. OTHER
SEQ36 .....G.....T.........G..........G....C.. OTHER
SEQ2.1 G....G............G.............G..C.C.. OTHER
SEQ40 .....G.A.............G..........G....C.. OTHER
SEQ11 .....G......C........G..........G....C.. OTHER
SEQ16 .....G...............G..........G....C.. OTHER

Table 2 Results of the computation of several diversity indexes for the HVII region analysed in several populations distributed in
different continents. The values in italics for ‘Galician’ were calculated using the total information of the sample analysed in this
work, from base position 48 to 407. The rest of the values were calculated using the information from base position 63 to base
position 322. For parameters S, M, and τ27 a length-adjusted ratio with values for HVI (np 16024–16383) is given for those pop-
ulations in which information for both segments in the same individuals is available; τ ratio is only given for populations with a
pairwise difference distribution conforming to Rogers and Harpending27 distribution. Tajima’s D for HVI is also given for compar-
ison. The significance of the SII/SI ratio was estimated by means of a chi-square test; the significance of D is according to Tajima28

Populations N K SII SII/SI H π M MII/MI DII DI τII/τI

Galician 71 51 40 – 0.978 0.0094 3.99 – –1.683 – –
Galician 71 47 35 0.850 0.968 0.0143 3.80 1.678 –1.530 –2.328** 1.845
British 100 51 46 0.951 0.962 0.0146 3.87 1.203 –1.783* –2.121* 0.998
Cornish 13 12 21 – 0.987 0.0183 4.85 – – – –
Hebridean 19 16 21 – 0.983 0.0176 4.67 – – – –
N. Irish 22 18 16 – 0.983 0.0153 4.06 – – – –
Northumbrian 17 14 21 – 0.971 0.0186 4.82 – – – –
Orcadian 62 37 40 – 0.965 0.0146 3.88 – – – –
Icelandic 13 6 6 – 0.818 0.0064 1.70 – – – –
French 12 10 12 – 0.970 0.0138 3.65 – – – –
Danish 16 14 16 – 0.975 0.0141 3.74 – – – –
Austrian 101 56 37 0.693* 0.968 0.0137 3.63 1.096 –1.524 –2.204** 1216
Tuscan 49 36 32 0.805 0.981 0.0157 4.16 1.143 –1.413 –2.060* 0.943
Bulgarian 30 24 19 0.710 0.984 0.0127 3.36 1.021 –1.039 –1.878* 1.152
Turkish 29 27 34 0.887 0.995 0.0187 4.96 1.041 –1.568 –1.922* 1.029
Korean 303 146 52 0.545*** 0.974 0.0121 3.20 0.752 –1.768* –2.178** –
Biaka Pygmy 17 14 19 1.247 0.971 0.0283 7.50 1.280 –1.318 –1.219 –
Mbuti Pygmy 20 13 17 1.073 0.942 0.0188 4.99 0.807 –0.158 –1.463 –
!Kung 26 13 12 0.975 0.874 0.0091 2.40 1.044 –0.794 –1.038 –

N: sample size; K: number of different sequences found; S: number of variable positions (SI at the HVI region and SII at the HVII one); H: sequence
diversity; π: nucleotide diversity; M: average number of pairwise difference; MII/MI: adjusted HVII-to-HVI mean pairwise difference ratio;
DII: Tajima’s statistic for HVII; DI: Tajima’s statistic for HVI; τII/τI: adjusted HVII-to-HVI τ ratio.27

*0.01<P<0.05; **0.001<P<0.01; ***P<0.001.
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additional C in the 303–309 track is between 28% and 69% in
the European populations, while the frequency of two
additional Cs is between 3% and 14%. Sequences with three
additional Cs in the 303–309 track are rare and have only
been reported in the British and Biaka Pygmy populations.
Track 311–315 almost always presents one additional C.
Length heteroplasmy has been detected in five samples (7%)
at this homopolymeric stretch. In these cases the pre-
dominant mtDNA molecules are reported.

Sequence diversity (0.968) and nucleotide diversity
(0.0143) are, in general, slightly lower in the Galician
population than in the rest of the European populations
(Table 2). Diversity index values for the second hypervariable
region show Turks have the highest internal diversity. The
distribution observed in the other European samples seems
to suggest a gradient of variability from Turkey to Western
Europe along the Mediterranean. In fact sequence diversity is
significantly correlated with geographic distance from Turkey
under a non-parametric test (Spearman’s r = 0.821, P < 0.05)
but the meaning of such significance is questionable for the
small and irregular differences among samples. This trend is
also present, and even more patent, in HVI.26,42

Phylogenetic lineage analysis in the Galician
population: HVII vs HVI
HVII sequences were assigned to haplogroups according to
the sequence motifs43,44 present in HVII and in the previously
studied HVI of the same individual26 (Table 1). Seven
sequences could not be firmly assigned to any haplogroup.
The most salient features of the haplogroup distribution in
the 64 assigned sequences are the relatively high frequencies
of H (60.6%) and of haplogroup J (12.7%); the latter is not
expected for a haplogroup suggested as having a Neolithic
diffusion in Europe,45 since Galicia was one of the regions
with most recent Neolithisation.46 Haplogroup V is present at
a relatively low frequency for an Iberian population (1.4%).47

Haplogroup H tends to correspond to CRS or to a few
unspecific mutations in HVI and to 73A in HVII; the latter is
also found in haplogroup V, while all other haplogroups are
characterised by 73G. Out of 16 individuals with CRS at HVI,
three (19%) bear 73G. And, conversely, out of the 20 individ-
uals bearing clear non-HV motifs at HVI, three had 73A.

The phylogenetic relationships between sequences were
analysed using reduced median network.35 Several known
fast-mutating positions (discussed below) were weighted by
1/2 when constructing the network; length polymorphisms
were weighted by 1/10, and transversions were given 10 times
the weight of transitions. Although some positions were
weighted in this way, the network obtained was highly
reticulated and difficult to interpret (data not shown). When
the haplogroup assignations were depicted on a median
network (data not shown), some discrepancies could be
observed with respect to the clustering of sequences. For
instance, sequences belonging to the same haplogroup were
situated in different clusters and even in opposite positions

of the median network. It is evident that fast-mutating
nucleotide positions introduced a high degree of reticulation
(and thus, ambiguity) in the phylogeny blurring the real
phylogenetic relationships among sequences in the sample
that could be expected from their presumed haplogroup
ascription. In this way, several nucleotide positions are found
in two different states in many different haplogroup back-
grounds. For instance, as can be observed in Table 1, 150T
and 152C are both found in sequences presumably belonging
to haplogroup H, U5, J, and X. This may be due to recurrent
mutation, which adds noise to phylogenetic
reconstruction.

To investigate further the effect of fast-mutating nucleotide
positions on phylogeny reconstruction, a network has been
carried out by dropping from the analysis recently described
fast-mutating positions: 146, 150, 152, 182, 189, 195,17,43 and
the extremely high variable length polymorphisms 309a,
309b, and 315a (Figure 1). As shown in Figure 1, sequences
belonging to each haplogroup tend now to cluster close. The
network displays haplogroup J sequences at one edge of the
tree and a central cluster containing mainly haplogroup H
sequences, while two haplogroup W sequences also cluster
together. As is to be expected, the level of reticulation of the
network decreased clearly when the hypervariable positions
were removed.

On the other hand, it can be also observed that the two
most common sequences in the Galician sample were found
to be in the centre of the starlike network (Figure 1). The most
common sequence in the sample presents a G at position 263
and an additional C at 315 and it reaches the highest
frequency in Galicia (15%), and decline in other East
European populations: 12.2% in Tuscans, 11% in Austrian,
3% in Bulgarians and 3% in Turks. A similar gradient was
described for CRS in HVI,26 which is also the most frequent in
Galicians. The second most common sequence contains an
additional C at 309 and is also quite common across
Europe.

Pairwise differences and demographic history
The mean pairwise difference among Galician HVII
sequences was 3.99, which was reduced to 3.80 in the 260-bp
segment between 63 and 322 used for comparison. The same
individuals showed a mean pairwise difference of 3.13 for the
360-bp HVI. That is, corrected for segment length, the mean
pairwise difference in HVII was 1.68 times greater than in
HVI. Although not so evident, this trend is also present in
most populations. Excess pairwise differences (corrected for
the difference in sequence length) ranged from 2–4% in
Bulgarians, Turks and !Kung (Table 2), to over 20% in British,
Biaka Pygmies and Galicians, whilst Mbuti Pygmies and
Koreans had larger corrected pairwise differences for HVI.

The number of segregating sites follows the opposite
pattern: it is smaller in HVII. Out of the 360 bp sequenced in
HVII for Galicians, 40 were found to be polymorphic, and 35
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of those were found in the 260 bp stretch used for compar-
ison. Compared to the 57 segregating sites of 360 bp in HVI,
HVII shows 15% fewer segregating sites in Galicians. All other
European samples also show a deficiency of segregating sites,
from 5% in the British to 31% in the Austrian, the latter
being statistically significant (ø2 = 4.109, 1 df, P = 0.04). As
for the non-European samples, both Pygmy populations
showed a slight excess of segregating sites in HVII, while the
!Kung and the Koreans matched the European pattern.

The mean number of pairwise differences is an estimator of
θ = 2neµ, and it is combined with the number of segregating
sites in Tajima’s28 test for mutation-drift equilibrium. The
results for the test in HVII and HVI are shown in Table 2;
whilst Tajima’s D is significantly smaller than zero for HVI in
all European and Asian samples, it is significant for HVII in
one of six European samples (British) and in the Koreans.

The distribution of nucleotide pairwise differences in the
Galicians for HVII shows a unimodal, bell-shaped curve, that
fits the distribution expected for a population having under-
gone an expansion in the past (Figure 2A;27,33,48). Similar
distributions are obtained for other European populations
(Figure 2B), although the modal value is 3 for Galicians, 4 for
most other Europeans, and 5 for Tuscans and Turks. The fit to
the Rogers and Harpending27 distribution allows the estima-
tion of τ. For Galicians, τII = 2.549, while for HVI, the value
obtained was τI = 1.913. If an expansion is assumed, then the
ratio τII/τI, together with the lengths of HVII and HVI can be
used to derived µII/µI, which is 1.84 for Galicians. However,
this extreme result seems to be a Galician particularity, since
other European populations show µII/µI ratios from 0.943 to
1.216, with a median of 1.18. It has been shown that
mutation rate heterogeneity may lead to an overestimate of τ,

Figure 1 Median network constructed from Galician HVII of mtDNA sequences. Each circle represents a distinct haplotype. The area
of the circles is proportional to the frequency of a given sequence and the branches are evolutionary events. The numbers on the
branches denote mutations and correspond to base positions in the reference sequences.32 Reticulations in the network indicate
parallel events, which cannot be resolved using this method. The haplogroup designation based on HVI and HVII sequences is
superimposed on the network. Empty nodes are introduced by the median algorithm. The Neandertal sequence56 has been used as
an outgroup.
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Figure 2 Mismatch distribution in some European and African populations. The abscissa gives the number of differences in a pair,
and the ordinate gives the relative frequency number of pairs. As we can see for the Galician population at the top A, the
distribution is very robust, as shown by the small errors in the different values (standard error was estimated by 1000 bootstrap
iterations). The expected distribution for the Galician population is also shown in the same graph with values marked with
squares A. Nucleotide pairwise differences distribution in the rest of European populations is clearly bell-shaped B. African
populations show more irregular distributions B. N in the figure is the sample size.
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although to practically the same extent for the α rate
heterogeneity parameters17 inferred for HVI and HVII.49

Then, mutation rate heterogeneity does not affect the τII/τ
ratio and, therefore, it seems that HVII mutates, on average,
slightly faster than HVI.

Genetic distances among populations
Intermatch–mismatch distances between populations were
used to obtain unrooted trees (Figure 3) by neighbour-
joining.36

In Figure 3B, a neighbour-joining tree constructed using
the HVII data is shown. Two clusters can be clearly observed:
the African populations at one edge, and the European
populations at the opposite end. Asians (Koreans) are situated
between them, nearest to Europeans. Among European
populations, the Galician population is found at the extreme
right of the tree. The European cluster in the neighbour-
joining tree is very tight, and it is in agreement with the high
genetic homogeneity found in these populations. The robust-
ness of the tree is especially notable at the African node,
where 100% of the bootstrapped trees are found. The Korean
and African population node has a support of 63%, and the
support is also high for the cluster linking the Galicians with
the British (61%), and for the latter two populations plus the
Austrians (62%).

HVI data from the same populations was used to construct
a new neighbour-joining tree in order to find out whether the
two hypervariable regions display the same phylogenetic
pattern. The tree obtained (Figure 3A) shows a very high
similarity with that obtained using the HVII data. The
robustness of the tree is particularly notable in almost all the
clusters. The high concordance in the topology of the HVII
and HVI population trees is a result of the correlation
between the two distance matrices, which was r = 0.7989
(P = 0.001; Mantel test with 999 permutations).

Apportionment of genetic variance
The apportionment of genetic variance within and between
populations was estimated by means of AMOVA.29 For HVII
in 14 European populations, 0.86% of genetic variation was
found to be between populations, whilst the remaining
99.14% was found within populations. A similar apportion-
ment of genetic variation was found for HVI in Europe by
Cavalli-Sforza and Minch50 and by Melton et al51 and, in the
samples we have used for reference, the fraction of genetic
variance found among populations was 0.31% in HVI. The
analysis of both mtDNA regions agrees in that almost all
genetic variation for mtDNA is found within populations, in
contrast to nuclear loci, in which between-population varia-
tion reaches 15%.52 Geography does not seem to have a clear-

Figure 3 Unrooted neighbour-joining trees for the HV1 a and HV2 b regions in the same European, Asian and African populations.
The numbers at the nodes are bootstrap percentages after 1000 resamplings. The insertions represent a neighbour-joining tree of
non-African populations.
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cut impact on mtDNA genetic structure. When populations
were grouped into the following regions: the United King-
dom, Iceland, Western Europe (Galicia), Central European
populations (France, Denmark, Austria), Tuscany, and South-
eastern European population (Bulgaria and Turkey), the
genetic variation among these geographic groups was mini-
mal (–0.11%, not significantly different from zero), while
genetic variance between populations within these groups
was 0.95% of the total.

Discussion
We have analysed the HVII region of mtDNA in a sample of
71 individuals from Galicia, and we have compared the
results with other European and non-European sequences,
and with the well-established variation patterns of HVI in
Europe. The phylogenetic analysis has confirmed that fewer
HVII nucleotide positions are informative in the correlation
that can be established with haplogroups defined from RFLP
variation all around the mtDNA molecule. On the contrary,
several nucleotide positions have shown variation in differ-
ent presumed haplogroup backgrounds. The existence of fast
mutation sites in a network introduces such an amount of
noise that it blurs the phylogenetic structure given by the
slow mutations. In addition, care has to be taken on the use
of median network: although it condenses the whole amount
of possible paths, it loses possibilities of phylogenetic
interpretation, which is its goal. The detailed knowledge of
the relative mutation rates for every nucleotide in HVI and
HVII is of key importance for phylogenetic inferences since
fast-mutating sites should be dropped in order to achieve a
meaningful evolutionary picture.

HVII has shown higher mean pairwise differences, and
when comparing τ values obtained from HVII and HVI, we
have deduced that HVII mutates on average slightly faster
than HVI. However, HVII also seems to show fewer segregat-
ing sites when compared with HVI. However, it was deduced
from an analysis of 1222 different HVI and 385 different HVII
sequences, that HVII is seen to mutate slower than HVI.17

This discrepancy may be partially due to the different length
of HVII analysed by us and by Meyer et al.17 Whereas we
considered HVII from positions 63 to 322, it was defined by
Meyer et al17 to be from 37 to 372. The region from 322 to
372 was found to be almost constant with only three variable
nucleotides, only one of those with a higher than average
mutation rate.17 An additional factor in explaining the
difference may be that Meyer et al17 used worldwide
sequences, while we focused on Europe. The particular
haplogroup composition of European populations could
contribute to the difference between the two studies. Finally,
another important difference between the two studies is that
Meyer et al17 does not compare the two regions for each
population, whilst our study does. This point is important
since to ignore the population effect over the mtDNA
background of a specific population could imply an impor-

tant bias in the estimates of mutation rates for HVI and HVII.
To solve this contradiction between the two studies would
necessitate further study on this point.

On the whole, these observations are compatible with a
higher heterogeneity of mutation rates across HVII, as
observed by Aris-Brosou and Excoffier25 on the basis of a
single population sample, the Mandenkalu from Senegal. It
seems that some positions, like 146, 150, 152, 182, 189 and
195 mutate fast and, in fact, Howell et al21 detected
mutations at some of these positions in mother–children
transmissions. Mutation in these sites can contribute dispro-
portionately to the overall mutation rate of HVII, which has
been observed to be higher in genealogical studies.21,23 It is
expected that sites with low and intermediate mutation rates
contribute to the correlation with mutations in other regions
of mtDNA; a relative dearth of such sites may explain why
there are fewer haplogroup-specific sequence motifs in HVII
than in HVI.

Mutation rate heterogeneity, therefore, should be factored
in when interpreting HVII sequence results. The overall high
mutation rate has created sequence diversity in HVII, which
is slightly higher than that in HVI. However, mutation rate is
not so high as to obscure recent demographic processes that
affect sequence diversity. For instance, a loss of genetic
diversity due to a recent founder effect would be as visible in
HVII sequences as in HVI. This shared pattern of sequence
diversity may also explain the similar (and low) percentages
of between-population genetic diversity in Europe detected
by AMOVA, which may have been produced by a higher
female migration rate.53 HVII sequences also reflect some of
the gradients described for HVI in Europe, such as the
westward loss of sequence diversity and the higher frequency
in Western Europe of sequences belonging to haplogroup H.
For HVI, it has been suggested that the Palaeolithic and/or
Neolithic expansions could be responsible for such pat-
terns.26,45,47,54 A slightly higher mutation rate and higher
mutation rate heterogeneity do not seem to have concealed
the effects of those demographic processes on HVII.

The high mutation rate of some positions generated high
mean pairwise differences in HVII. However, since this is a
property of HVII rather than of specific populations, the
genetic distance based on the corrected interpopulation
pairwise differences may be still a good measure of the
differences between populations. The high correlation we
observed between the HVII- and the HVI-based distance
matrices implies that such distance is as reliable a tool in HVII
as it is in HVI.

The deepest impact of mutation rate heterogeneity would
be on Tajima’s D. As Bertorelle and Slatkin55 suggested,
mutation rate heterogeneity will tend to increase Tajima’s D
statistic, even to suggest mutation-drift equilibrium when
there is not. Usually, a significantly negative Tajima’s D
statistic (such as that found in European populations for
HVI54) is interpreted as the result of population expansion or
of positive selection and hitchhiking. It seems obvious that,
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if any of these two factors affected HVI, the effects should
also reach HVII, and we have observed non-significant
(although negative) Tajima’s D statistics in European HVII
sequences. Such as Aris-Brosou and Excoffier25 suggest,
heterogeneity of mutation rates in combination with popula-
tion expansion give slightly negative but non-significant D
values. Therefore, mutation rate heterogeneity has contrib-
uted noise to the signals left on HVII by population
expansion (or by selection if relevant), and any single value
of Tajima’s D for HVII should be interpreted with caution.

In summary, although some additional caution should be
taken in some cases, we have shown that HVII sequences can
be almost as valuable a tool as HVI sequences when used for
human evolutionary inferences.
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